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Aesthetically pleasing, yet sturdy, these decorative laminate sheetsAesthetically pleasing, yet sturdy, these decorative laminate sheets
demand no other embellishment. Illuminate your living and officedemand no other embellishment. Illuminate your living and office
space by bringing the freshness of wood with space by bringing the freshness of wood with Timex MicaTimex Mica..
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Timex MicaTimex Mica  is one of the leading is one of the leading laminate manufacturers in Indialaminate manufacturers in India with with
a wide range of decorative laminates. The company offers laminatesa wide range of decorative laminates. The company offers laminates
made in three categories, namely made in three categories, namely Timex MicaTimex Mica, , Bombay HighBombay High, and , and 
Urban LaminatesUrban Laminates. Each of these product collections is crafted with. Each of these product collections is crafted with
innovative design and quality materials. Made with state-of-the-artinnovative design and quality materials. Made with state-of-the-art
technique, the laminates are available in an exotic range of colours,technique, the laminates are available in an exotic range of colours,
designs, textures, and finish. Exhibiting super strength and highlydesigns, textures, and finish. Exhibiting super strength and highly
resistant to scratch and abrasion, Timex Mica is an ideal choice forresistant to scratch and abrasion, Timex Mica is an ideal choice for
kitchen cabinets, providing you with surfaces that remain stylish andkitchen cabinets, providing you with surfaces that remain stylish and
durable for many years.durable for many years.

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/timex-art-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/timex-art-
decor-private-limited-15421decor-private-limited-15421
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